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► A guide to British military history : the
subject and the sources / Ian F.W. Beckett.
Barnsley : Pen & Sword Military, 2016.
[vi], 246 pages ; 24 cm.
Forty years ago, it meant battles,
campaigns, great commanders, drums and
trumpets. It was largely the preserve of
military professionals and was used to
support national history and nationalism.

Books etc.

►
ASEAN economic cooperation and
integration : progress, challenges and
future directions / Siow Yue Chia
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2015. xxi, 195 pg. : ill. ; 22 cm.

► Base encounters : the US Armed Forces
in South Korea / Elisabeth Schober.
London : Pluto Press , 2016. xv,
214 pages : illustrations, maps ; 23 cm.

► A history of military occupation from
1792 to 1914 / Peter M.R. Stirk.
Edinburgh : Edinburgh University Press,
2016. 357 pages ; 24 cm.

► Blood year : the unraveling of Western
counterterrorism / David Kilcullen
New York : Oxford University Press, 2016.
xi, 288 pg.: ill., maps; 22 cm.

► Afghan modern : the history of a global
nation / Robert D. Crews.
Cambridge : Belknap Press of Harvard
University Press, 2015. 381 pg. : ills, map ;
22 cm.
In the twentieth century, the pace of
Afghan interaction with the rest of the
world dramatically increased, and many
Afghan men and women came to see
themselves at the center of ideological
struggles that spanned the globe.

► By all means necessary : how China's
resource quest is changing the world / by
Elizabeth C. Economy
New York : Oxford University Press, 2014.
ix, 279 pg.: maps ; 25 cm.

► Case for U.S. nuclear weapons in the
21st century / Brad Roberts.
Stanford : Stanford University Press , 2016.
x, 340 pg.; 24 cm.

► Analysis and public policy : successes,
failures and directions for reform / Stuart
Shapiro.
Cheltenham : Edward Elgar Publishing,
2016. vi, 186 pg.; 24 cm.
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►
China's coming war with Asia /
Jonathan Holslag.
Cambridge: Polity Press, 2015. viii, 208 pg. :
maps; 23 cm.
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► China's power and Asian security /
edited by Mingjiang Li and Kalyan M.
Kemburi.

► Early Ukraine : a military and social
history to the mid-19th century /
Alexander Basilevsky.

London : Routledge , 2015. xvi, 291 pages ;
24 cm.

Jefferson: Mcfarland, 2016. vii, 397 pages :
illustrations, maps ; 28 cm.

This book maps the growth of China's
political, economic, and military capabilities
and its impact on the security order in Asia
over the coming decades. While updating
the emerging power dimensions and
prevailing discourse, it provides a nuanced
analysis of whether the growth of Chinese
power is resulting in Beijing becoming more
assertive, or even aggressive, in its behavior
and pursuit of national interests

► Conflict in cyber space : theoretical,
strategic and legal pespectives / edited by
Karsten Friis and Jens Ringsmose.
London : Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group,
2016. xv, 204 pages : illustration ; 24 cm.

► Desert diplomat : inside Saudi Arabia
following 9/11 / Robert W. Jordan with
Steve Fiffer ; foreword by James A. Baker
III.
Washington : Potomac books , 2015.
ix, 222 pages : illustrations ; 25 cm.
From 2001 through 2003, Jordan worked
closely with Crown Prince Abdullah and
other Saudi leaders on sensitive issues of
terrorism and human rights, all the while
trying to maintain a positive relationship to
ensure their cooperation with the war in
Afghanistan and the invasion of Iraq.

► Ethics of insurgency : a critical guide to
just guerrilla warfare / Michael L. Gross
New York : Cambridge University Press,
2015. xvii, 323 pg.; 23 cm.

► Forging the sword : doctrinal change in
the U.S. Army / Benjamin M. Jensen.
Stanford : Stanford University Press, 2016.
xi, 204 pages ; 24 cm.

► Foundation of the Asean economic
community : an institutional and legal
profile / Stefano Inama.
Cambridge : Cambridge Univ Press , 2015.
xvi, 560 pg.: ill.; 22 cm.

► From deep state to Islamic State : the
Arab counter-revolution and its Jihadi
legacy / Jean-Pierre Filiu.
London : Hurst & Company, 2015. xvi,
311 pg.; 23 cm.

► Governance in developing Asia : public
service delivery and empowerment / Anil B
Deolalikar.
Cheltenham : Edward Elgar , 2016. xvi,
341 pg.: ill. ; 23 cm.
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► Hall of mirrors : the Great Depression,
the great recession, and the uses-and
misuses-of history / Barry Eichengreen.
New York : Oxford University Press, 2015.
vi, 512 pg.; 24 cm.

► Handbook of international security and
development / edited by Paul Jackson.
Chnltenham : Edward Elgar , 2016.
xiv, 475 pages ; 24 cm.
The Handbook of International Security and
Development provides a survey of current
thinking within the field of security and
development. With a wide range of
chapters that offer a guide to the core
approaches, methods and issues, this book
explores the links between the two and
includes
contributions
from
both
practitioners and academics.

Books etc.

► Interpreters of occupation : gender
and the politics of belonging in an Iraqi
refugee network / Madeline Otis
Campbell.
Syracuse : Syracuse University Press, 2016.
xix, 240 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm.
In Interpreters of Occupation, Campbell
traces the experiences of twelve individuals
from their young adulthood as members of
the Ba'thist generation, to their work as
interpreters, through their navigation of the
US immigration pipeline, and finally to their
resettlement in the United States.

► Is the American century over? / Joseph
S. Nye
Cambridge : Polity, 2015 vii, 146 pg.; 19 cm.

► Leadership and coherence: a cognitive
approach / Nathan Harter.
► Handbook on China and developing
countries / Carla P.Freeman.

New York: Routledge, 2015. xvi, 186 pg.: ill.;
24 cm.

Chenltenham : Edward Elgar, 2016. xvi ,
579 pages ; 24cm
This handbook remarks chime with a legacy
of engagement by China with the
developing world, rooted in the shared
experience of colonialism and struggle for
independence.
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► Military ethics : what everyone needs
to know / George Lucas
New York : Oxford University Press , 2016.
xx, 253 pg.: 21 cm.
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► National economic impact analysis of
terrorist attacks and national disasters /
edited by Harry W. Richardson...[et.al].

►
On intelligence : the history of
espionage and the secret world / John
Hughes-Wilson.

Cheltenham : Edward Elgar, 2014.
ix, 283 pages : illustrations, maps ; 24 cm.

London : Constable, 2016. xvii, 510 pg.: ill.,
maps; 25 cm.

A unique contribution towards mitigation is
offered in this book, which develops a
national economic impact model to
estimate the effects of simulated terrorist
attacks and real world natural disasters on
individual US States and economic sectors.

►
Political aspirations and perils of
security : unpacking the military strategy
of the United Nations / HÃ¥kan EdstrÃ¶m
and Dennis Gyllensporre.
New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013. xiii,
265 pages ; 23 cm.

► New power politics : networks and
transnational security governance / edited
by Deborah Avant .
New York : Oxford University Press, 2016
xiii, 305 pg.: ill. ; 24 cm.

►
North Korea's cyber operations :
strategy and responses / Jenny Jun, Scott
LaFoy and Ethan Sohn ; project directors,
Victor D. Cha, James A. Lewis.
Washington: Centre For Strategy and
Intelligence Study, 2015.
North Korea is emerging as a significant
actor in cyberspace with both its military
and clandestine organizations gaining the
ability to conduct cyber operations.
However, there is no comprehensive
standard literature about North Korea's
cyber capabilities that takes an integrated
view of the topic.

MINDEF Library & Info Centre

This book explore a range of case studies,
based on UN documents, and individually
analyse their de facto military strategy in
terms of ends, ways, means, and the
interaction between the political strategic
level (UN Security Council) and the military
strategic level (UN Secretary General).

► Preventive force : drones, targeted
killing, and the transformation of
contemporary warfare / edited by Kerstin
Fisk and Jennifer M. Ramos.
New York : New York University Press, 2016
vii , 372 pages : 23cm
More so than in the past, the US is now
embracing the logic of preventive force:
using military force to counter potential
threats around the globe before they have
fully materialized. While popular with
individuals who seek to avoid too many
"boots on the ground," preventive force is
controversial because of its potential for
unnecessary collateral damage.
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►
Private anti-piracy navies : how
warships for hire are changing maritime
security / John J. Pitney Jr. and John-Clark
Levin.
Lanham: Lexington Books, 2014. xvi,
273 pages ; 24 cm.

► Reserve component general and flag
officers: a review of requirements and
authorized
strength
/
Lisa
M
Harringtonet...[et.al]
Prepared for the office of the secretary of
Defense
Santa Monica: Rand Corporation, 2016.
xvii , 125 pages ; 25cm

► Shooting up : a short history of drugs
and war / Å•ukasz Kamienski.

Books etc.

► The art and science of motivation : a
therapist's guide to working with children /
edited by Jenny Ziviani, Anne A. Poulsen
and Monica Cuskelly ; foreword by Alan
Hayes.
London ; Philadelphia, PA : Jessica Kingsley,
2013. 293 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
This book provides readers with both a
theoretical and practical understanding of
methods for engaging and working
successfully with children with a range of
difficulties. The authors present an
innovative new paradigm for working with
this group, to enhance motivation and
engagement and achieve the best possible
treatment outcomes. The challenges
professionals may face are dearly
addressed, and case studies place the key
theoretical concepts in a richly human and
personal context.

New York : Oxford University Press, 2016.
xxix, 381 pages ; 25 cm.

► The decision to attack : military and
intelligence cyber decision-making / Aaron
Franklin Brantly.

► Soldiers as workers : class, employment,
conflict and the nineteenth-century
military / Nick Mansfield.

Athens : Univ of Georgia Press , 2016. xvi,
226 pages ; 24 cm.

Liverpool : Liverpool University Press, 2016.
xiv, 238 pg.: ill.; 24 cm.

► The future of leadership : leveraging
influence in an age of hyper-change / by
Michael A. Genovese.

► Teaching leadership : an integrative
approach / Barbara C. Crosby.

New York : Routledge, 2016. xvi, 131 pg.;
23 cm.

New York: Routledge, 2017. xxxix, 327 pg.;
23 cm.
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► The future of violence : robots and
germs, hackers and drones : confronting a
new age of threat / Benjamin Wittes &
Gabriella Blum.

Books etc.

► The seasick admiral : Nelson and the
health of the Navy / Kevin Brown.

New York : Basic Books, 2014.
324 pages ; 24 cm.

Barnsley : Seaforth publishing , 2015.
ix, 214 pages, 16 unnumbered pages of
plates : illustrations (chiefly colour),
portraits ; 25 cm.

Benjamin Wittes and Gabriella Blum reveal
that this new world is nearly upon us. Soon,
our neighbors will be building armed drones
capable of firing a million rounds a minute
and cooking powerful viruses based on
recipes found online. These new
technologies will threaten not only our lives
but the very foundation of the modern
nation state.

Admiral Lord Horatio Nelson did not enjoy
robust good health. From his childhood he
was prone to many of the ailments so
common during the eighteenth century,
and after he joined the Royal Navy he
contracted fevers that further undermined
his strength. Nevertheless, he saw more
action than most officers, and was often
wounded.

► The Report : Malaysia 2011
Oxford business group

►
The secret war : spies, codes and
guerillas 1939-45 / Max Hastings.

London : Oxford business group, 2011
328 pages

London : William Collins, 2015. xxvii, 612
pages, 32 unnumbered pages of plates :
illustrations, portraits ; 24 cm.

The report contents politics, economy,
banking, Iskandar, energy, tourism, real
estate, telecoms & IT , industry, capital
markets, Sarawak and interviews.

► The report : the Philippines 2008
Oxford business group
London: Oxford business group, 2008
212 pages ; 29cm
The report contents politics, economy,
banking, insurance, energy, tourism, real
estate, telecoms & IT, industry, capital
markets, construction, interviews.

MINDEF Library & Info Centre

Written on a global scale, the book brings
together accounts from British, American,
German, Russian and Japanese sources to
tell the story of a secret war waged
unceasingly by men and women often far
from the battlefields but whose actions
profoundly influenced the outcome.

► They shall beat their swords into
plowshares: military strategy,
psychoanalysis and the art of living/ Paul
Marcus.
Milwaukee: Marquette Univ Press, 2014.
275 pages ; 22 cm.
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► Towards a rules-based community : an
ASEAN legal service / Walter Woon.
Cambridge: Cambridge Univ Press, 2015.
xxxii, 205 pg.; 23 cm.

► US foreign policy and defense strategy
: the evolution of an incidental superpower
/ Derek S. Reveron
Washington: Georgetown univ Press, 2015.
262 pg.: ill.; 24 cm.

► Us versus them : the United States,
radical Islam, and the rise of the green
threat / Douglas Little.

Books etc.

► When someone you know has
depression : words to say and things to do
/ Susan J. Noonan ; foreword by Timothy J.
Petersen, Jonathan E. Alpert, and Andrew
A. Nierenberg.
Baltimore : Johns Hopkins University Press,
2016. xv, 134 pages ; 25 cm.

A concise and practical guide to the daily
management of depression and bipolar
depression written for the caregiver, the
book explains how to reinforce lessons the
patient has been taught in therapy, how to
role model resilience skills, and how
caregivers can and must care for
themselves.

Chapel Hill : The University of North
Carolina Press, 2016 xiii, 314 pages :
maps ; 25 cm.

► What do we know about civil wars? /
edited by T. David Mason and Sara
McLaughlin Mitchell.:
Lanham, Maryland: Rowman & Littlefield ,
2016. xii , 352 pages ; illustrations : 23cm

Books listed here are available in one or
more of the following libraries:
 MINDEF Library & Info Centre
 SHHB-IDSS Library
 Defence Academy Library
 Training Institute RBAF Library
 Intelligence Training Wing
Please refer to the library online catalogue
(OPAC) for book location
URL: http://www.mindef.gov.bn/libra
Tel: +673 2385588
e-mail: library@mindef.gov.bn
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